The hyperfine structure of several highly excited 'D states in "Rb and '"Cs has been measured. The D-state atoms were produced in a two-step -excitation process. In the first step, multiple scattering of the strong alkali-metal D & and D, lines from an rf lamp was used to excite atoms into the first excited 'P levels. The intense tunable radiation from a cw dye laser was used in the second step to transfer P-state atoms into highly excited D states. Level-crossing and optical-double-resonance techniques were used for the determination of the absolute values of the hyperfine-interaction constants. The fol- I. INTRODUCTION The alkali-metal atoms have a particularly simple electronic structure and a very detailed theoretical understanding of their properties could perhaps be expected. An atom with a single electron moving in the combined potential from the nucleus and a core of closed electron shells is certainly well understood and an accurate diagram of electronic energy levels can be constructed without too much effort. The spin dependence of the exchange forces between the valence electron and the individual core electrons can, however, give rise to an imbalance (polarization) in the closed electron shells, which can be interpreted in terms of excitation of core electrons to outer orbits. Whereas such core excitations have a minor effect on the gross features in the energy-level diagram, such atomic parameters as fine-and hyperfine-structure coupling constants can be appreciably affected. The breakdown of a pure oneelectron description of the alkali atom is evident from a study of the fine-structure intervals for D and & doublets. ' Many of these doublets are anomalously narrow or even inverted.
Investigations of the hyperfine structure (hfs) of excited states in alkali atoms are of great interest not only from the point of view of an understanding of the basic atomic interactions, but also for the determination of nuclear moments. ' The investigations require high-resolution methods like optical double resonance (ODR) or level crossing (I C) as the hfs is generally small compared to the Doppler width of the optical lines. Until 
Here the first term describes the magnetic dipole interaction between the nucleus of spin angular momentum I and the electronic shell with a total angular momentum J. The dipole interaction constant a gives the characteristic strength of the interaction. Similarly, the second term represents the electric quadrupole interaction between the nucleus and the electronic shell, and the quadrupole interaction constant 6 gives the strength of the coupling. The third and fourth terms describe the direct interaction between the magnetic field and the electronic and nuclear magnetic moment, respectively. The strength of the coupling is pro- The 8, 9, and 10'D, y, levels in "'Cs were stud- Fig. 2 is an example of this two-step fluorescence scheme. Schott BG12 and BG18 color glass filters were useful in further suppressing the background light. As the LC method is not very applicable in series in which we extrapolated the signal structure half-width to zero rf power. This is very important as the signal contributions broaden according to Eq. (7). We also investigated that we did not have collisional broadening. We found for the extrapolated half-widths the values 4.5(4), 2.7(4), and 2.3(4) G for the 8, 9, and 10'D, y, levels, respectively.
In order to relate the experimental half-widths to the hfs we calculated on a computer the width of the total signal structure as a function of the a factor. In Fig. 10 
